


see our factsheet “Furry

Furniture” for details about

building a deluxe wooden

hedgehog box

Creature Feature Creature You will need How?

Frog lodge Frog Paving stone in grassy Dig chamber 3-4cm deep 

Newts area such as lawn, and sloping entrance 

Other amphibians trowel. trench under paving 

stone.

Tip: more successful in 

grassy areas i.e.lawn.

Earwig chamber Earwig Earthenware pot  Fill pot with straw/bedding and

(9-10cm depth), put bung in drainage hole;

straw, pets' bedding put inverted pot on pole.

bamboo pole(50cm) Used in summer; not known 

cork or bung. if used in winter as earwigs 

usually hibernate underground.

Logpile Frog Old logs, various sizes In shady corner, pile up 

Newts from various species; higgledy-piggledy.

Hedgehogs also stones, old bricks; Tip: try different sizes

Butterflies gloves. and species of wood; 

Common Lizard leave bark on if possible.

Slow worm

Beetles

Toad pot Toad Earthenware flowerpot Place in shady undisturbed

Frog (9-10cm depth) area  (below hedge, behind 

Newts or half brick with gutter compost heap).

Option: cover with leaves.

Hedgehog Hedgehog Wooden box, Place in a quiet corner 

hibernaculum leaves, straw Cover with a pile of logs,

or other pets' bedding, and stones, twigs, leaves

logs and stones, and debris

garden debris.

Hedgehog Hedgehog Wooden board at least Lean board against shed wall,

Hibernaculum 75 x 75cm, leaves, leave bedding and leaves

Alternative straw, or other pets' underneath.

bedding.

Tip: Hedgehogs need

leaves to make up winter 

nests.

Ivy cutting Butterflies Mature ivy (with round- Take cutting from mature

(esp. holly blue) lobed leaves, flowers  foliage (this will grow more

and berries), bushy and will not spread so 

secateurs, medium much.

flowerpot, peat-free Tip: Try training up trellis

compost, trellis, tree,  10cm from wall/fence;

fence, hedge to climb remember that ivy prefers

shade.

Mature ivy is great for insects 

and birds all year round.
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